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Choosing a point of sale (POS) software &
HARDWARE partner is a BIG DEAL. 

You want to work with a company that has a
solid reputation in the payment industry.  We
have over 25 years serving merchants & agents.

A partner that has shown dedication to
developing reliable, state of the art products &
are invested in YOUR SUCCESS. 

Those are the reasons POS Resellers around the
world offer their merchants LYNX POS as the
preferred hybrid POS software & system
solution.

Tablet based POS Software that meets all the
needs of the retail & restaurant verticals.

When you resell LYNX POS you are offering
merchants the most superior system available,
using the latest in (AI) Artificial Intelligence
wrapped up into a visually stunning & highly
effective platform. Some features include:

Built for iOS
Windows 11 - PCI Compliant
Easy Integration
Offline Mode
Secure Transactions
Payroll
Business Reporting
Gift Cards & Loyalty Programs
Inventory Control Management
Virtual Back Office & Reporting

24/7 World-class support to your merchants.

Channel 
Partner Benefits

Hardware Certification

Fast Customizaton & Deployment

High Profit Margins

You’re the Boss

We ensure that we are up to date on the latest
software requirement, versions, PCI security &

cover every aspect of required software &
hardware certifications. 

We provide seemless integration with LYNX POS.

Our POS Solutions team is comprised of the best
POS programmers, technicians and

implementation talent in the industry.  They are
full time team members dedicated to the LYNX

POS Partner Channel, providing incredible
turnaround time on new deals, replacements and

special requests.  They are the perfect liaison
between you and the merchant.

We have the best pricing model in the POS
industry.  We provide incredible hardware &

software, that you price out to your merchants.  
You have full control of pricing to ensure that you

remaing competitive in the marketplace.

Our POS Solutions Team has one purpose, which
is to support you 100%.  From 

building menus, to merchants coordination,
shipping of hardware, etc.  

We are the one stop fulfillment team, ready to give
you every opportunity for success. 
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